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Abstract—Vehicular crowdsensing takes advantage of the mobility of vehicles to provide location-based services in large-scale
areas. In this paper, we analyze the mobile crowdsensing (MCS)
in vehicular networks and formulate the interactions between a
crowdsensing server and vehicles equipped with sensors in the
area of interest as a vehicular crowdsensing game. Each participating vehicle chooses its sensing strategy based on the sensing
cost, radio channel state, and the expected payment. The MCS
server evaluates the accuracy of each sensing report and pays the
vehicle accordingly. The Nash equilibrium of the static vehicular
crowdsensing game is derived for both accumulative sensing tasks
and best-quality sensing tasks, showing the tradeoff between the
sensing accuracy and the overall payment by the MCS server. We
propose a Q-learning based MCS payment strategy and sensing
strategy for the dynamic vehicular crowdsensing game, and apply
the post decision state learning technique to exploit the known
radio channel model to accelerate the learning speed of each
vehicle. Simulations based on the Markov-chain channel model
are performed to verify the efficiency of the proposed mobile
crowdsensing system, showing that it exceeds the benchmark
MCS system in terms of the average utility, the sensing accuracy
and the energy consumption of the vehicles.
Index Terms—Vehicular networks, mobile crowdsensing, game
theory, reinforcement learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the booming developments of vehicles and smartphones equipped with sensors, such as cameras, microphones,
GPS devices and digital compasses, mobile crowdsensing (MCS) over vehicular networks can provide location-based services, such as urban monitoring [1], road and traffic condition
monitoring [2], [3], pollution levels measurements, wildlife
habitat monitoring [4], and cross-space public information
sharing [5]. Mobile crowdsensing systems consist of servers
and participant vehicles that use their embedded sensors to
gather the information requested by the servers. Due to the
mobility of vehicles, vehicular crowdsensing can improve the
sensing coverage of location-based services [6].
As shown in [7], the MCS server pays each vehicle according to its sensing quality to stimulate vehicles to provide
full sensing efforts. More specifically, a vehicle is motivated
to send an accurate sensing report, if its expected payment
from the MCS server exceeds its sensing cost due to the
energy and time spent to sense and transmit the report. Game
theory has been used to investigate the interactions between
participants and auction-based servers in mobile crowdsensing
[8]. Auctions and pricing strategies such as [9], [10] stimulate
mobile users to participate in crowdsensing applications. The
discriminating payment strategies proposed in [11] can address
faked sensing attacks in mobile crowdsensing.

However, to our best knowledge, most existing works ignore the impact of the type of the sensing tasks. For the
accumulative sensing tasks, such as the metropolitan traffic
mapping applications as investigated in [2], the MCS server
benefits from receiving a large number of sensing reports, even
if some reports are not very accurate. On the other hand,
for the best-quality sensing tasks, such as the photo-based
applications in a specific location as in [5], the MCS server
does not gain from receiving more inaccurate sensing reports.
Moreover, in contrast to the static network assumptions in most
game theoretic studies of MCS, the vehicular mobility makes
it challenging for a vehicle to accurately estimate the sensing
environment and the responses of the other vehicles in time.
In this paper, we investigate the mobile crowdsensing in
vehicular networks for both the accumulative sensing tasks
and best-quality sensing tasks, and formulate a vehicular
crowdsensing game, in which each vehicle chooses its sensing
effort such as the sensing time and energy. The server applies
classification techniques such as [5] and [12] to evaluate the
quality of each received sensing report, and pays the corresponding vehicle according to its sensing effort. We derive
the Nash equilibria (NEs) of the static vehicular crowdsensing
games and provide the condition that the NE exists, in terms of
the number of vehicles in the target area, sensing contributions,
sensing costs, radio channel gains, and the type of the sensing
tasks. The NE of the game provides a tradeoff between the
sensing accuracy and the overall payment by the server.
Dynamic vehicular crowdsensing games are also investigated, in which the MCS server can not accurately observe the
sensing costs of the vehicles and their radio channel conditions
in time. Reinforcement learning techniques, such as Q-learning
and post decision state (PDS) learning [13], are applied to
achieve the optimal payment and sensing strategies via trialand-error. The sensing strategies with PDS-learning exploit
the partially known radio channel model to accelerate the
convergence rate, and thus further improves the learning speed
and increases the utility of the vehicle.
Compared with existing works, our major contributions
include:
(1) We formulate the static vehicular MCS game and derive
its NE for both the accumulative and best-quality sensing tasks
for vehicular networks with up to two nonzero sensing levels.
(2) We investigate the dynamic MCS game, propose the Qlearning based payment and sensing strategies for the MCS
system and apply PDS-learning technique to accelerate the
convergence of vehicles in MCS.
(3) Simulations are performed to evaluate the performance
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of the dynamic vehicular MCS game for up to 10 nonzero
sensing levels based on Markov-chain channel model, in which
the state transition probability increases with the vehicle speed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review
related work in Section II, and present the system model in
Section III. We formulate the vehicular crowdsensing game in
Section IV, investigate the NE of the static game in Section V.
We study the dynamic MCS game and present the learningbased crowdsensing strategies in Section VI. Simulation results are presented in Section VII, and conclusions are drawn
in Section VIII.

bargains with each mobile user independently. The auctionbased indoor localization MCS system in [9] pays each mobile
user based on the quality of its sensed data.
In [7], we formulated a vehicular crowdsensing game consisting of an MCS server and some participating vehicles in
static networks. In this paper, we extend the study to dynamic
environments, based on the Markov-chain cannel model and
discuss the types of MCS applications. We also propose a
sensing strategy based on PDS-learning to improve the Qlearning based system in [7], and perform simulations in
dynamic games to evaluate their performance.

II. R ELATED W ORK

III. S YSTEM M ODEL

The vehicular information transfer protocol in [14] provides
location-based, traffic-oriented services in distributed ad-hoc
networks. In [2], vehicles equipped with sensors monitor
road surface conditions and exploit vehicular mobility to
opportunistically gather vibration data. The proactive urban
monitoring system in [1] applies vehicles to opportunistically
diffuse the summaries of sensed data. The interactive music
recommendation system developed in [15] applies mobile
crowdsensing to suggest music to drivers and can relieve their
fatigue and negative emotion. Vehicular mobile surveillance
examined in [16] motivates vehicles to collect data and share
bandwidth. The vehicle platooning system described in [17]
controls its topology based on the network status. Participant
recruitment based on the predicted trajectory was developed
in [18] for vehicle-based crowdsourcing. TV white space
networks are utilized in [19] to provide robust and long range
connectivity for vehicles against power asymmetry.
Mobile crowdsensing systems based on smartphones can
support a wide range of large-scale monitoring applications.
Multidimensional context-aware social networks discussed in
[20] enable context awareness to develop mobile crowdsourcing applications. The available individual reputation information was exploited in [21] to improve the performance of
crowdsourcing. The cooperation and competition among the
service providers were studied in [22] to develop an incentive
mechanism for MCS. The participatory application in [23] is
resilient to the newcomer, on-off and collusion attacks. The
crowdsourcing system developed in [24] can enhance disaster
management. An efficient and privacy-aware data aggregation
was proposed in [25] to aggregate time-series data without
leaking mobile users’ privacy. In the cloud-assisted image
sharing system in [26], smartphones evaluate sensed images
based on their significance and redundancy, and only upload
valuable and unique images under disaster environments.
The Stackelberg equilibrium was derived in [10] for the
MCS game, in which the utility of each participant is known
by the MCS platform. A Bayesian MCS game was formulated
with unknown participation efforts in [27]. The interactions
between the service user and MCS provider were formulated
as in [28] an online double auction with two dynamic users.
The online auction with users arriving in sequence analyzed
in [29] maximizes the service value from the selected users
under a budget constraint. The Nash bargaining solution of
MCS is investigated in [30], in which the MCS platform
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a vehicular crowdsensing system consisting of M
vehicles that connect to the crowdsensing server via base stations.

We consider a vehicular network consisting of M vehicles
equipped with sensors, such as cameras and GPSs as shown in
Fig. 1. The MCS server aims to collect certain location-based
information and broadcasts its sensing tasks to the vehicles,
including its payment range for each participating vehicle.
The vehicles use their sensors to gather the requested local
information and transmit their sensing data to the server via the
serving base stations (BSs). For simplicity, the MCS payment
is quantized into Nb + 1 levels, and the action set of the
MCS server is denoted by B = {bj }0≤j≤Nb , where bj is the
payment at level j, with bm < bn , ∀0 ≤ m < n ≤ Nb .
Upon receiving the recruiting message from the server,
vehicle i determines whether or not to participate in the service
and its effort to perform the sensing task, denoted by xi . For
simplicity, the sensing effort of the vehicle is quantized into
Na + 1 levels, and xi ∈ A = {0, 1, 2, ..., Na }. For example,
the vehicle does not participate in the MCS service if xi = 0,
while it applies its full sensing effort if xi = Na .
The server applies the evaluation algorithm such as [9] to
evaluate the accuracy of the sensing report and thus estimate
the sensing effort of the corresponding mobile device. Based
on an accurate evaluation algorithm, the server is assumed to
know action xi . A vehicle offered more sensing effort deserves
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a higher payment from the MCS server. The payment to a
vehicle with sensing effort j, with 0 ≤ j ≤ Na , is denoted
by yj ∈ B. The discriminant payment strategy of the server is
given by y = [yj ]0≤j≤Na . This crowdsensing system provides
a tradeoff between the cost of the server and the sensing
quality, instead of optimizing one of them. The payment of the
server depends on the expected number of sensing reports, the
channel states, contributions and sensing costs of the vehicles.
If a server has a higher budget, it pays more to stimulate more
vehicles to take the MCS task.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS
M

Number of vehicles

xi ∈ {0, 1, ..., Na }

Sensing effort of vehicle i

y = [yj ]0≤j≤Na

Payment strategy

yj ∈ {bi }0≤i≤Nb

Payment set

ϱ = {Hj }0≤j≤Nh

Channel state set

vi ∈ [0, V ]

Speed of vehicle i

hi

Radio channel state of vehicle i

ci

Sensing cost of vehicle i

a/b

Utility of vehicle i for
accumulative/best-quality tasks

a/b

Utility of the server for
accumulative/best-quality tasks

ui

B. Channel Model
The radio channel state between a vehicle and its serving BS
depends on its mobility. For simplicity, the radio channel state
of vehicle i that determines the signa-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the signal received by the BS is quantized into Nh + 1 levels,
and is denoted by hki , where k is the time index. We assume
that hki ∈ {Hj }0≤j≤Nh , with Hm < Hn , ∀0 ≤ m < n ≤
Nh . The channel state is constant during the transmission of
a sensing report, and changes afterwards.
As shown in Fig. 2, we consider a Markov-chain channel
model, in which the probability that the channel state of
vehicle i will change from Hm to Hn during a time slot
i
is denoted by Pm,n
= Pr(hk+1
= Hn |hki = Hm ). For
i
simplicity, the channel state transition occurs only between
neighboring states.
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Fig. 2. The Markov-chain channel model of vehicle i.

The maximum speed of the vehicles is denoted by V ,
and the speed of vehicle i is denoted by vi . The transition
probability between the neighboring states of the channel
model increases linearly with the vehicle speed, and is set
for simplicity to be

1 − γ vVi , 0 ≤ m = n ≤ Nh



γ vi ,
1 ≤ m ≤ Nh − 1 and n = m ± 1
i
2V
Pm,n
=
(1)
vi

γ
,
(m,
n)
=
(0,
1)
or
(N
,
N
−
1)
h
h

V


0,
o.w,
where γ indicates the impact of other factors such as environmental changes. Note that our proposed crowdsensing system
is not restricted to (1) and can be applied to other channel
models straightforwardly. For ease of reference, our commonly
used notation is summarized in TABLE 1.
IV. V EHICULAR C ROWDSENSING G AME
The interactions between the MCS server and M vehicles
are formulated as a vehicular crowdsensing game. Each vehicle
is assumed to be rational and autonomous to determine its
sensing effort. The actions of the M vehicles, denoted by

us

βi

Contribution of vehicle i in MCS

s/si

State of the server/vehicle i

Q/Qi

Quality function of the server/vehicle i

V/Vi

Value function of the server/vehicle i

α

Learning rate

δ

Discount factor in the learning process

s̃i

Immediate state of vehicle i

pw/u

Known/unknown state transition probability

rw/u

Known/unknown reward

Na

Number of nonzero sensing levels

x = [xi ]1≤i≤M , correspond to the accuracies of their sensing
reports, with 0 ≤ xi ≤ Na . The sensing cost of vehicle i
depends on the performance of its sensors and the battery
levels, with the unit sensing cost denoted by ci . In addition,
the transmission cost of a sensing report is determined by the
channel condition from the vehicle to the serving BS.
The MCS server evaluates each sensing report based on the
type of the MCS application, and determines the payment to
the corresponding mobile device corresponding to the sensing
effort. The type of the application depends on the location
resolution of the service compared with the vehicle size. For
example, if the vehicles on the same road provide different
information for an MCS application, such as a 3-D street view
application, the server benefits from receiving more sensing
reports, and we call it an accumulative sensing task. Otherwise,
if the MCS application has a coarse location resolution, e.g., all
the vehicles on the same road provide similar sensing results,
we call it best-quality sensing and the server does not gain
from the sensing reports with similar or lower qualities.
1) Accumulative sensing tasks: The MCS server that performs an accumulative sensing task has to pay all the participating vehicles to stimulate more vehicles to take the sensing
task. Take the pollution monitoring application in a city in [4]
as an example, the MCS server enables the mapping of largescale environmental phenomena by recruiting vehicles with
built-in air quality sensing devices to measure air pollutants
such as CO2 , and derives better measurements by receiving
more sensing reports in the area. The contribution factor
βi > 0 is introduced to weigh the contribution of vehicles
i to the MCS task, such as the importance of its location,
which can be estimated by the server according to the arrival
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time of the sensing report and the distance of the vehicle from
the area of priority in the MCS service using algorithms such
as that described in [31]. More specifically, if vehicle i is in a
well known location or several vehicles nearby have already
sent sensing reports, βi is low.
In this case, the gain of the server depends on
the total
∑M
contribution of all the sensing reports, given by i=1 βi xi .
Vehicle i receives a payment yxi according to the accuracy of
its sensing data. Therefore, the immediate utility of the MCS
server carrying on the accumulative sensing tasks, denoted by
uas , is given by
uas (x, y) =

M
∑

(βi xi − yxi ) .

(2)

i=1

For simplicity, we assume that the sensing cost of vehicle i
is proportional to its sensing effort xi , and the inverse of the
radio channel condition hi . The immediate utility of vehicle i
in this case, denoted by uai , depends on the payment from the
server, its sensing efforts, and its transmission costs, given by
uai (xi , y) = yxi −

xi ci
,
hi

1 ≤ i ≤ M.

(3)

2) Best-quality sensing tasks: The utility of the server
that performs a best-quality application depends on the best
sensing report in a given area, and thus the server aims to
stimulate a signal vehicle with the best sensing condition to
participate in the task, and suppress the sensing incentive of
the other vehicles to avoid data collisions. The best-quality
sensing application has a coarse location resolution, i.e., all
the vehicles on the same road are assumed to provide similar
sensing reports, and βi weigh the contribution of the vehicle in
the sensing task. Therefore, the immediate utility of the server
for a best-quality application, denoted by ubs and depended on
the vehicle with the best sensing quality is given by
ubs (x, y) = max βi xi − ymax1≤i≤M xi .
1≤i≤M

(4)

The utility of vehicle i , denoted by ubi , is given by
ubi (xi , y, x−i ) = yxi I(xi = max xj ) −
1≤j≤M

xi ci
,
hi

1 ≤ i ≤ M,
(5)

where x−i = [xj ]1≤j̸=i≤M , and I(·) is the indicator function,
which takes the value 1 if its argument is true, and 0 otherwise.
In summary, we consider the vehicular crowdsensing game
between the MCS server and M vehicles, denoted by G =
⟨{s, 1, 2, ..., M }, {y, x}, {us , u1≤i≤M }⟩. The MCS server (or
vehicle i) chooses its payment policy y (or sensing strategy
xi ) to maximize its utility us (or ui ). The total cost of the
server, depends on the type of the sensing task and the total
number of participant vehicles. The server makes a tradeoff
between the sensing accuracy and the total payment by the
server. For example, the server assigns a higher payment if it
aims to obtain more accurate sensing in the target area. For
best-quality sensing tasks, the server only pays the vehicle
with the best sensing quality and its total payment is limited
by the maximum payment to a vehicle, i.e., yN a .

V. NASH E QUILIBRIUM OF S TATIC V EHICULAR
C ROWDSENSING G AME
The interactions between an MCS server and M vehicles
in a time slot is formulated as a static vehicular crowdsensing
game. The Nash equilibrium (NE) of the game is denoted by
[x∗ , y∗ ], where x∗ = [x∗i ]0≤i≤M and y∗ = [yj∗ ]0≤j≤Na . By
definition, an NE of the game G (if one exists) is given by
x∗i = arg max ui (xi , y∗ ), 1 ≤ i ≤ M

(6)

yj∗

(7)

xi ∈A

∗

= arg max us (x , yj ), 0 ≤ j ≤ Na .
yj ∈B

A. Accumulative Sensing Tasks
We consider the NEs of the static MCS game G for the
accumulative sensing tasks, starting from a special case with
two-level sensing effort, i.e., Na = 1. In this case, vehicle i
either sends an accurate report (i.e., xi = 1) or keeps silence
(i.e., xi = 0). By (7) and (2), we have y0∗ = 0. Thus the
payment strategy of the server at the NE is given by y∗ =
[0, y1∗ ].
∑M
ci
1
Theorem 1. If M
i=1 βi > max1≤i≤M hi , the Pareto
optimal NE of the static vehicular crowdsensing game G for
the accumulative sensing tasks with Na = 1 is given by
x∗i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ M
[
]
ci
y∗ = 0, max
.
1≤i≤M hi

(8)

Proof. By (3), if y1∗ ≥ hcii , we have uai (1, y∗ ) = y1∗ − hcii ≥
0 = y0∗ = uai (0, y∗ ). Thus, if y1∗ ≥ max1≤i≤M hcii , (6) holds
for x∗i = 1, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ M . By (2), uas monotonically
decreases
∑M
with y1 , yielding uas ([1, ..., 1], [0, y1 ]) = i=1 βi − M y1 <
∑M
a
∗
∗
> y1∗ , and
i=1 βi − M y1 = us ([1, ..., 1], [0, y1 ]), ∀y1 ∑
M
ci
1
∗
by (7), we have y1 = max1≤i≤M hi . If M i=1 βi >
ci
a
∗
max1≤i≤M hi , we have us ([1, ..., 1], [0, y1 ]) > 0. Thus (7)
holds for (8), which is an NE of the game.
Now we prove that this NE is Pareto optimal. Suppose
(x′ , y′ ) is another NE of the game, with (x∗ , y∗ ) ̸= (x′ , y′ ).
Without loss of generality, assume x′i′ = 0 for vehicle i′ . As
shown in (3), uai′ (x′i′ , y′ ) = 0 < uai′ (x∗i′ , y∗ ). Thus (x∗ , y∗ )
is Pareto optimal.
Remark: In this case, all the M vehicles participate in the
sensing tasks, if the payment exceeds the sensing cost of all
the vehicles, the total contribution
of the vehicles is greater
∑M
1
β
>
max1≤i≤M hcii .
than the payment and M
i
i=1
We now derive the NE for the case with Na = 2, in which
vehicle i chooses to send a high-quality sensing report (i.e.,
xi = 2), a low-quality sensing report (i.e., xi = 1), or keep
silent (i.e., xi = 0). As y0∗ = 0, the corresponding payment
strategy at the NE is given by y∗ = [0, y1∗ , y2∗ ].
Proposition 1. In the static vehicular crowdsensing game G
with Na = 2, vehicle i is motivated to send a high-quality
sensing report, i.e., x∗i = 2, if
)
(
ci
2ci
∗
∗
, y1 +
.
(9)
y2 = max
hi
hi
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Proof. If y2∗ ≥

2ci
hi ,

by (6) we have

uai (2, y∗ ) = y2∗ −
If y2∗ ≥ y1∗ +

ci
hi ,

2ci
≥ 0 = y0∗ = uai (0, y∗ ).
hi

(10)

we have

uai (2, y∗ ) = y2∗ −

2ci
ci
≥ y1∗ −
= uai (1, y∗ ).
hi
hi

(11)

∗
∗
Combing
(10) and
(
) (11), we have xi = 2, if y2 ≥
ci
∗
a
i
max 2c
hi , y1 + hi . As us decreases with the payment, if

0 ≤ y1∗ ≤ hcii , we have y2∗ =
have y2∗ = y1∗ + hcii .

2ci
hi ;

otherwise, if y1∗ >

ci
hi ,

we

Remark: If the server offers a sufficiently high payment for
the high-quality sensing reports, and a low payment for the
low-quality sensing reports, as in (9), a vehicle is motivated
to send a high-quality sensing report.
Proposition 2. In the static vehicular crowdsensing game G
with Na = 2, vehicle i is motivated to send a low-quality
sensing report, i.e., x∗i = 1, if
(
)
ci
ci
∗
∗
y1 = max
, y2 −
.
(12)
hi
hi
Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 1.
Remark: A vehicle is motivated to send a low-quality
sensing report if the payment for low-quality sensing reports
is high enough to cover the sensing and transmission cost of
the vehicle, and the payment gap regarding the sensing quality
is small as shown in (12).
Proposition 3. In the static vehicular crowdsensing game G
with Na = 2, vehicle i has no motivation to participate in the
crowdsensing, i.e., x∗i = 0, if
y1∗ <

ci
2ci
and y2∗ <
.
hi
hi

(13)

Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 1.
Remark: If the sensing and transmission cost of a vehicle
is high compared with the expected payment offered by the
server, the vehicle has no motivation to respond.
∑M
ci
1
Theorem 2. If M
i=1 βi > max1≤i≤M hi , the static vehicular crowdsensing game G with accumulative sensing tasks
and Na = 2 has an NE given by
x∗i = 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ M
[
]
ci
∗
y = 0, 0, 2 max
.
1≤i≤M hi

(14)

ci
∗
i
Proof. According to Proposition 1, if y2∗ ≥ max( 2c
hi , y1 + hi ),
∗
= 2, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ M . By (2),
we have xi
uas
monotonically
decreases ∑ with
y2 ,
yielding
M
uas ([2, ..., 2], [0, y1 , y2 ])
=
2β
−
M
y
<
i
2
i=1
∑M
∗
a
∗
∗
2β
−
M
y
=
u
([2,
...,
2],
[0,
y
,
y
]),
∀y
>
y
i
1 2
2
s
2
2.
i=1
∗
i
Therefore, by (7), we have y2∗ = max1≤i≤M 2c
and
y
=
0
1
hi
∑M
ci
1
in this case. If M i=1 βi > max1≤i≤M hi , we have
uas ([2, ..., 2], y∗ ) > 0. The remainder of the proof is similar
to that of Theorem 1.

Remark: As shown in (14), the vehicle with the best
sensing condition receives double payment, and the other
vehicles also have motivation to send accurate sensing reports.
Otherwise, if the server has a tight budget, the payment is
reduced and some vehicles stay away from the sensing task.
Faked Sensing Attacks: Now we consider a static vehicular crowdsensing game G′ with faked sensing attacks. For
simplicity, we assume A = {−1, 0, 1}. Vehicle i can choose
to send an accurate report (with xi = 1), keep silence
(xi = 0), or upload a faked report ( xi = −1). It is clear
that y∗ = [0, 0, y1∗ ], where y1∗ is the payment to an accurate
report.
∑M
2ci
1
Theorem 3. If M
i=1 βi > max1≤i≤M hi , the static secure
′
vehicular crowdsensing game G with accumulative sensing
tasks and A = {−1, 0, 1} has an NE given by
x∗i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ M
[
]
ci
∗
.
y = 0, 0, 2 max
1≤i≤M hi

(15)

i
Proof. Similar to the proof to Theorem 1, if y1∗ ≥ 2c
hi ,
ci
∗
∗
∗
a
a
∗
we have ui (1, y ) = y1 − hi ≥ 0 = y0 = ui (0, y )
∗
and uai (1, y∗ ) = y1∗ − hcii ≥ y−1
+ hcii = uai (−1, y∗ ).
∗
i
Thus, if y1∗ ≥ max1≤i≤M 2c
hi , (5) holds for xi = 1,
a
∀1 ≤ i ≤ M . By (2), us monotonically
∑M decreases with
y1 , yielding uas ([1, ..., 1], [0, 0, y1 ]) =
i=1 βi − M y1 <
∑M
a
∗
∗
]),
∀y1 > y1∗ . There=
u
([1,
...,
1],
[0,
0,
y
β
−
M
y
i
s
1
1
i=1
∑M
2ci
1
∗
fore, by (7), we have y1 = max1≤i≤M hi . If M
i=1 βi >
a
∗
i
max1≤i≤M 2c
])
>
0.
Thus (6)
,
we
have
u
([1,
...,
1],
[0,
0,
y
s
1
hi
holds for (15), which is an NE of the game.

Remark: When the participants report untruthfully, the
server stimulates accurate sensing by offering a higher payment to the vehicles with accurate reports and suppresses
untruthful behavior by not paying the cheating participants.
In other words, if a participant reports untruthfully, the honest
participants receive higher payments and the normalized loss
due to cheating is large.
As shown in Eqs. (14) and (15), the server only pays the
most accurate sensing reports with a high payment to stimulate
accurate sensing. Both theorems provide the NE of the game
with three sensing levels, i.e., A = {0, 1, 2} in Theorem 2 and
A = {−1, 0, 1} in Theorem 3. In both case, the server pays
the same to the vehicles that provide accurate sensing report,
i.e., xi = 2 in Theorem 2 and xi = 1 in Theorem 3. The
inaccurate reports (i.e., xi = 1 in Theorem 2) or faked reports
(i.e., xi = −1 in Theorem 3) are not paid to stimulate all the
M vehicles to send accurate sensing reports.

B. Best-Quality Sensing Tasks
We consider the NEs of the static MCS game with the bestquality sensing tasks in the following.
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Theorem 4. If βi∗ > hcii∗∗ , i∗ = arg min1≤i≤M hcii , the Pareto
optimal NE of the static vehicular crowdsensing game G with
the best-quality sensing tasks and Na = 1 is given by
{
1, i = i∗
∗
xi =
(16)
0, o.w.
[
]
ci∗
∗
y = 0,
.
(17)
hi∗
Proof. By (5), if i ̸= i∗ , ubi (x, y) = − xhi ci i , indicating that
x∗i = 0. Otherwise, if i = i∗ , by (5), we have ubi∗ (x, y) =
yxi∗ − xih∗ic∗i∗ , with ubi∗ (0, y) = 0.
If y1∗ ≥ hcii∗∗ , we have ubi∗ (1, y∗ ) ≥ 0 = ubi (0, y∗ ). By
(6), we see that x∗i∗ = 1. If βi∗ > hcii∗∗ , by (4) and (7), we
have ubs (x∗ , y∗ ) = βi∗ − y1∗ > βi∗ − y1 = ubs (x∗ , y), yielding
y1∗ ≤ y1 . Thus y1∗ = hcii∗∗ , and [x∗ , y∗ ] in (16) and (17) provides
an NE of the game in this case.
If y1∗ < hcii∗∗ , we have ubi∗ (1, y1∗ ) < 0 = ubi∗ (0, y1∗ ), yielding
∗
xi∗ = 0. By (4), we have ubs (x∗ , y∗ ) = 0 = ubi∗ (x∗ , y∗ ).
Combining both cases, we see that (16) and (17) provide the
Pareto optimal NE of the game.
Remark: As shown in Theorem 4, the vehicle with the
best sensing condition applies its full sensing effort, while
the others do not respond to save energy, and avoid sensing
redundancy and transmission collision. In addition, the sensing
task in this case is more likely to be taken than the accumulative sensing tasks, as Pr(βi > min1≤i≤M hcii ) ≥ Pr(βi >
max1≤i≤M hcii ).
Theorem 5. If βi∗ > hcii∗∗ , i∗ = arg min1≤i≤M hcii , an NE of
the static vehicular crowdsensing game G with best-quality
sensing tasks and Na = 2 is given by
{
2, i = i∗
∗
xi =
0, o.w.
[
]
ci∗
y∗ = 0, 0, 2
.
(18)
hi∗
Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 3.
Remark: In this case, the vehicle with the lowest sensing
i
cost and transmission consumption (i.e., min1≤i≤M 2c
hi ) is
motivated to send a high-quality sensing report.
In summary, we have considered the cases with Na = 1
sensing level, or Na = 2 (i.e., a vehicle chooses to send an
accurate sensing report with xi = 2, a coarse sensing report
with xi = 1, or no report with xi = 0). In addition, we
have also discussed faked sensing attacks (i.e., xi = −1) in
Theorem 3. The NE of the MCS game in these scenarios show
the impacts of the radio channel conditions, sensing costs, and
the type of the MCS tasks on mobile crowdsensing. We can
see similar trends for the case with more sensing effort levels.
VI. DYNAMIC V EHICULAR C ROWDSENSING WITH
L EARNING
In this section, we formulate the repeated interactions
between the MCS server and M independent vehicles in
a dynamic network as a dynamic vehicular crowdsensing

game. As it is impractical for a vehicle or the server to
accurately estimate all the system parameters in time, they can
apply reinforcement learning techniques, such as Q-learning,
to derive their optimal strategy via trials without explicitly
knowing the system model. We also apply the PDS-learning
technique [32] to accelerate the learning process of a vehicle
by exploiting the known radio channel model.

A. Payment based on Q-learning
The payment decision process can be formulated as a
Markov decision process with finite states. Thus the MCS
server can pay the participating vehicles based on Q-learning
technique. In each time slot, the server builds the system state
that consists of the previous sensing experience to determine
its payment.
Take the accumulative sensing tasks as an example. The
MCS server calculates the number of received sensing reports
with quality level j, in the last time slot, which is denoted by
ζjk−1 , and given by
ζjk−1 =

M
∑

I(xk−1
= j),
i

0 ≤ j ≤ Na ,

(19)

i=1

where I(·) is the indicator function. The system state at time
k consists of the number of sensing
of each type
[ reports
]
in the last time slot, i.e., sk = ζjk−1 1≤j≤N ∈ Sa =
a
{0, 1, ..., M }Na . Similarly, for best-quality sensing tasks, the
system state at time k is given by sk = max1≤i≤M xk−1
∈
i
Sb = {0, 1, ..., Na }. Fig. 3 presents the state transition of the
MCS server in this case, in which the state depends on the
sensing efforts of the M vehicles in the last time slot.

yk

s k = max xik −1
1≤i ≤ M

s k +1 = max xik
1≤i ≤ M

Fig. 3. State transition of a Q-learning based MCS server for best-quality
sensing tasks.

For both types of MCS applications, the sensing efforts of
all vehicles in the last time slot determine the system state in
the next time slot, i.e., (s/s)k+1 ∈ Sa/b . Let Q (s, y) denote
the Q function of the server at state s with action y. According
to the ϵ-greedy policy, with 0 < ϵ ≤ 1, the server chooses the
payment with the highest expected utility or Q-function with
a high probability 1 − ϵ, and randomly selects one of the other
actions with a small probability. The payment policy yk is
given by
{
(
)
( k
)
1 − ϵ,
y∗ = arg maxy Q sk , y
∗
Pr y = y =
ϵ
, o.w.,
|B|Na −1
(20)
where | · | denotes the size of the set. The server observes
the qualities of the received sensing reports, xk , and obtains
the next system state sk+1 . The value function of the state s
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denoted by V (s), indicates the highest Q-function at state s.
The MCS server updates its Q function by the following:
(
)
(
)
( (
)
Q sk , yk ← (1 − α)Q sk , yk + α uas sk , yk
(
))
+ δV sk+1
(21)
( k)
( k )
V s = max Q s , y ,
(22)
y

where α ∈ (0, 1] is the learning rate of the payment strategy,
and δ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor that indicates the weight
of a future payoff over the current one. The payment strategy
is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Payment strategy with Q-learning.
1: Initialize α, δ, s1 = 0, Q(s, y) = 0, V (s) = 0, ∀s, y
2: for k = 1, 2, 3, ... do
3:
Choose yk via (20)
4:
Receive uas
5:
Observe sk+1
6:
Update Q(sk , yk ) via (21)
7:
Update V (sk ) via (22)
8: end for

B. Sensing based on Q-learning
The sensing decision process of a vehicle can be modelled
as an MDP. Thus, a vehicle can apply Q-learning technique
to derive its sensing strategy. The system
state observed
by
[
]
k−1
vehicle i at time k is given by ski = hk−1
,
y
∈
S
,
and
i
i
consists of the channel condition and the server’s payment in
the last time slot, where Si is its state set. Fig. 4 presents the
state transition for vehicle i in the sensing process.
xik

sik =  hik −1 , y k −1 

sik +1 =  hik , y k 

Fig. 4. State transition of vehicle i with Q based sensing strategy in the
dynamic mobile crowdsensing.

Let Qi (si , xi ) denote the quality function of vehicle i at
state si and sensing effort xi , and Vi (si ) be the value function
of state si for vehicle i. The Q-function is updated by
(
)
(
)
( (
)
Qi ski , xki ← (1 − α)Qi ski , xki + α uai ski , xki
(
))
+ δVi sk+1
(23)
i
( )
(
)
Vi ski = max Qi ski , xi .

Algorithm 2 Sensing strategy of vehicle i with Q-learning.
1: Initialize α, δ, s1i = 0, Qi (si , xi ) = 0, V (si ) = 0, ∀si , xi
2: for k = 1, 2, 3, ... do
3:
Choose xki via (25)
4:
Receive uai
5:
Observe sk+1
i
6:
Update Qi (ski , xki ) via (23)
7:
Update Vi (ski ) via (24)
8: end for

C. Sensing Strategy based on PDS-learning
The radio channel variation speed depends on the moving
speed of the vehicle, as shown in Eq. (1). By exploiting the
partially known channel model, a vehicle can apply the PDSlearning technique [32] to improve its learning speed, because
less information has to be learned.
x

s =  h − , y

−



p

( s%

|s ,x

)

s%  =  h , y  − 

p ( s + | s% , x )

s + =  h , y  

Fig. 5. State transition of vehicle i with PDS based sensing strategy in the
dynamic mobile crowdsensing game.

As shown in Fig. 5, vehicle i chooses its sensing efk
k
∈ {0,
fort
[ k−1xi k−1
] 1, ..., Na } based on the system state si =
hi , y
. According to PDS-learning, we define the postdecision state as an immediate state that is reached after the
known dynamics (channel variances) takes place but before
the unknown dynamics (payment by the server)
occurs.
The
[
]
vehicle sees an immediate state s̃ki =( hki , yk−1
with
a
)
known probability [pw (s̃ki |s]ki , xki ) = Pr hki |hk−1
.
Then
the
i
next state sk+1
= hki , yk follows the unknown distribution
i
pu (sk+1
|s̃ki , xki ). The immediate reward to the vehicle consists
i
of both a known and an unknown part, in this setting defined
by rw (si , xi ) = uai (si , xi ) and ru = 0, respectively.
The quality function of vehicle i in the post-decision state,
denoted by Q̃i (s̃i , xi ), is updated iteratively by
)
(
)
(
(
Q̃i s̃ki , xki ← (1 − α)Q̃i s̃ki , xki + α rw (s̃ki , xki )
)
+ δVi (sk+1
) . (26)
i
The sensing strategy is chosen according to the ϵ-greedy policy
in (25). Then the quality function is updated for all the stateaction pairs as follows:
∑
Qi (si , xi ) ← ru (si , xi ) +
pw (s̃i |si , xi ) Q̃i (s̃i , xi ) , ∀si , xi .
s̃i

(24)

(27)

Based on the ϵ-greedy policy, vehicle i chooses its sensing
effort as
{
(
)
( k
)
1 − ϵ, x∗ = arg maxxi Qi ski , xi
∗
(25)
Pr xi = x =
ϵ
o.w.
Na ,

The sensing strategy based on PDS-learning is summarized in
Algorithm 3.

xi

The sensing strategy with Q-learning is summarized in Algorithm 2.

VII. S IMULATION R ESULTS
Simulations have been performed to evaluate the performance of the vehicular crowdsensing game. To represent the
quality of the MCS application, we introduced the sensing
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0.25

0.2

Sensing quality index

Algorithm 3 Sensing strategy of vehicle i with PDS-learning.
1: Initialize α, δ, s1i = 0, Qi (s, x) = 0, V (s) = 0, ∀s, x
2: for k = 1, 2, 3, ... do
3:
Choose xki via (25)
4:
Receive rw
5:
Obtain s̃ki
6:
Observe sik+1
(
)
7:
Update Q̃i s̃ki , xki via (26)
8:
Update Qi (s, x) via (27)
9:
Update Vi (s) via (24)
10: end for
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where T is the maximum number of sensing results expected
by the MCS server for this application.
Unless specified otherwise, we set in the simulations α =
0.7, δ = 0.8, ϵ = 0.1, V = 5, Na = 10, Nb = 25, Nh = 1,
A = {0 ≤ i ≤ 10}, B = {0 ≤ k ≤ 25}, ϱ = {1, 10}, and
0 ≤ M ≤ 80. The contribution factors of the M vehicles were
chosen from [1, 20] at random, i.e., βi ∈ [1, 20], ∀1 ≤ i ≤
M . We evaluate the ε-greedy MCS strategy as a benchmark,
in which the server selects the payment that maximizes its
immediate utility with a high probability, and chooses the other
payments randomly each with a low probability.

(a) Average sensing quality index
3

10

Total payment of the server

quality index of the server, which is denoted by π and given
by
{
∑M
1
accumulative sensing
i=1 βi xi ,
T Na
π=
(28)
1
Na max1≤i≤M βi xi , best-quality sensing,

2

10

1

10

Accummulative, Q−learning
Best−quality, Q−learning
Accummulative, greedy
Best−quality, greedy

0

10

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Number of vehicles, M

(b) Average total payment of the server
4
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60
3

Utility of the server

10

Utility of the server

40
20
0

Accummulative, Q−learning
Best−quality, Q−learning
Accummulative, greedy
Best−quality, greedy

2

10

1

10

−20
−40
−60
0

Q−learning
Greedy
100

200

300

400

500

Time slot

Fig. 6. Utility of the server with accumulative sensing tasks with c = 10 and
βi ∈ [1, 20], ∀1 ≤ i ≤ 10 in which the server chooses the greedy payment or
the Q-learning based payment, while each vehicle chooses the sensing effort
to maximize its immediate utility.

We first evaluate the vehicular crowdsensing game, in which
the server applies the Q-learning based payment strategy and
each of M = 10 vehicles that joins or leaves the sensing task
over time chooses its sensing effort for accumulative sensing
tasks to maximize its immediate utility with c = 10. As shown
in Fig. 6, the utility of the server drops as the vehicles join or
leave the sensing task, but increases rapidly to a high value.
The Q-learning based payment strategy exceeds the greedy
payment strategy with a higher utility.

0

10

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Number of vehicles, M

(c) Average utility of the server
Fig. 7. Performance of the vehicular crowdsensing game with c = 10 and
βi = 40, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ M , in which each vehicle chooses the sensing effort to
maximize its immediate utility.

The performance of the vehicular crowdsensing game with
βi = 40, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ M is presented in Fig. 7, in which
all the M vehicles choose their sensing efforts to maximize
their immediate utilities. As shown in Fig. 7 (a), the sensing
quality index of the server with the Q-learning based payment
for accumulative sensing tasks increases with the number of
vehicles, e.g., it increases from 0.002 to 0.185 as the number
of vehicles changes from 1 to 80, because the server benefits
from receiving more sensing reports. The performance gain of
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proposed sensing strategy reduces the energy consumption of
the vehicles, e.g., the energy consumption of Car 1 decreases
by 30% after 400 iterations. The vehicle with a better sensing
condition (i.e., Car 2 with c2 = 5) consumes less energy for
accumulative sensing tasks, e.g., energy consumption of Car
2 is 40% of that of Car 1. The PDS-learning based sensing
strategy increases the utility of Car 2 by 70% compared
with random sensing strategy. The PDS-learning based sensing
strategy enables a vehicle to learn faster than Q-learning, e.g.,
the convergence time of Car 1 with PDS-learning is 4/7 of
that with the Q-learning.

70

Energy consumption of the vehicle

the sensing quality due to more vehicles is smaller for bestquality sensing tasks, e.g., the sensing quality increases by
18% as M increases from 1 to 80. In addition, our proposed
payment can improve the sensing quality index compared with
the greedy payment by 72% with M = 80 vehicles in a bestquality sensing task. Similar observations can be made for
an accumulative sensing task. Fig. 7 (b) shows that the total
payment of the server with Q-learning for an accumulative
sensing task increases with the number of vehicles, e.g., it
increases from 11.48 to 932.33, as M increases from 1 to
80. Fig. 7 (c) indicates that the utility of the server with the
proposed payment strategy for an accumulative sensing task
increases with the number of vehicles, it increases from 16.8
to 1310.3 as M increases from 1 to 80. As shown in Fig. 7
(b) and (c), e.g., the utility of the server increases by 92%,
and the total payment is only 23% higher, compared with the
greedy payment with M = 80.

70
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0

500

1000

(b) Utility of the vehicle
Fig. 9. Performance of vehicles in a dynamic vehicular crowdsensing game
for a best-quality sensing task, with M = 3 vehicles, c1 = 10, c2 = 5,
c3 = 1 and βi ∈ [1, 20], ∀1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
1500

Time slot

(b) Utility of the vehicle
Fig. 8. Performance of vehicles in a dynamic vehicular crowdsensing game
for an accumulative sensing task, with M = 3 vehicles, c1 = 10, c2 = 5,
c3 = 1 and βi ∈ [1, 20], ∀1 ≤ i ≤ 3.

In Fig. 8, the MCS server for accumulative sensing tasks
with M = 3, c1 = 10, c2 = 5, and c3 = 1 chooses the random
payment showing that the mobile crowdsensing with the

As shown in Fig. 9 (a), the proposed sensing strategies
reduce the energy consumption of vehicles that take the bestquality sensing task, e.g., the energy consumption of Car 1
of the Q-learning based sensing strategy is reduced by 42%.
The Q-learning based sensing strategy improves the utility of
the vehicle compared with the benchmark strategy, and the
convergence rate is further improved by PDS-learning. For
example, the convergence time of Car 1 with the PDS-learning
based sensing is only 50% of the Q-learning based strategy.
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sensing tasks, and provided the condition that each NE exists.
Reinforcement learning based MCS schemes have been proposed for the server in the dynamic MCS game without being
aware of the sensing model. Simulation results show that the
Q-learning based MCS scheme can significantly improve the
utility of the MCS server. By exploiting the partially known
radio channel model, the PDS-learning based sensing strategy
exceeds the Q-learning based sensing, with 5% higher utility
for the vehicle in the dynamic game with 20 vehicles.
However, the successful implementation of the proposed
solution has to address several challenges. For example, the
deployment of this solution requires the repeated interactions
between the MCS server and the vehicles during the time
duration with a constant cost and channel gain. Therefore,
we have to further accelerate the learning speed of the MCS
system. In addition, we assume accurate evaluation of the
sensing reports at the server in this work. However, we have
to address the evaluation error of MCS server, possibly due
to the packet loss. Our further work also include performance
evaluation via experiments on vehicular networks.
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Fig. 10. Performance of dynamic vehicular crowdsensing game with c = 10
and βi = 10, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ M for the accumulative sensing task.

The performance of the dynamic game with an accumulative
sensing task and the random payment with c = 10 and
βi = 10, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ M is presented in Fig. 10, showing that
the proposed sensing strategies can improve the utility of the
vehicle. As shown in Fig. 10 (a), the Q-learning based sensing
strategy increases the average utility of the vehicle by 85%,
and the PDS-learning based sensing strategy further increases
the utility by 93%, compared with the random benchmark.
They also increase the server’s utility, which increases with
the number of participant vehicles. For example, in Fig. 10
(b), the crowdsensing with Q-learning increases the server’s
utility from 491 to 1944 as M increases from 20 to 80, which
is 7% higher than the benchmark and further improved by
14% by the PDS-learning based sensing with 80 vehicles.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have formulated a mobile crowdsensing game, in which
each vehicle chooses its sensing effort according to the sensing
and transmission cost and the expected payment, while the
server pays each vehicle based on its sensing accuracy. The
NEs of the static vehicular crowdsensing game have been
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